
China Makes the World Better
Recently, a documentary named “Amazing China”has sparkled a violent

discussion all over the world. As a Chinese,i am extraordinarily proud to share

with  you  my  intensive  emotions  for  my  motherland,a  great  country,The

People's Republic of China.

Of all  the magnificent feats,  the Belt  and Road is absolutely the most

impressive.  "The  Belt  and  Road's"  strategic  goal  is  to  establish  a  mutual

political  trust,  economic  integration  and  cultural  inclusive  community  of

interests.As we all know ,the most prominent problem of global development

is uneven development between North and South. China is going to break the

vast  gap  between  the  rich  and  the  poor,which  will  not  only  improve  the

indigenous  people's  life  but  solve  the  problem  of  uneven  regional

development. This is an all-win result.

China's high-speed rail technology is in the lead in the world now .But at

the beginning of reform and opening-up , transportation restricts the national

economy.With the development of  railway technology,especially high-speed

rail.Now,  high-speed  rail  has  played  a  vital  role  in  national  economy and

reducing  environmental  pollution  .it  has  also  been  exported  to  foreign

countries such as Indonesia. With no doubt,China has made great success

and surpasses other countries .This is one thing We should all feel proud of

it！

Mobile payment is another key label that many foreigners can think out

about  China.Beyond question,  It  is  very convenient  for  everyone to  use a

phone  to  pay everywhere,even  at  streets  .Besides,  many foreigners  have

used it ,also says this is the most wanted thing they are desirous to take back

home. Of course , we have all been benefited from it,right?

From above,we can clearly perceive that great changes have taken place

in  China.what's  more,China  is  now  presenting  a  powerful  comprehensive

national strength and spreading a more favourable image of the country.
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